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A Denby for Every Job
Model 1 2 1 Ton Capacity

The 1-t- on Denby, although the smallest of the line,
is exactly the same in qualty, in materials and in satis-
factory service, as the other models. It carries the same
wide factor of safety in every part, the same provisions
for each adjustments, the same economy in operation
and in upkeep.

It is an ideal truck for the many lines of business
that need a strong, erliable, speedy, quality vehicle of
this size, one that will give economical, dependable
service year after year.

This truck attains a high standard of performance
that is unusual in trucks of this class. It has the power,
the rugged construction and the high road clearance to
work successfully over any kind of roads, yet its fuel
consumption is very small.

Model 13 2 Tons Capacity o
The Denby 2-t- on truck has met perfectly the re-

quirements of thousands of owners. This size unit has
always been a popular one especially among retail and
wholesale dealers in furniture, hardware, groceries, and
kindred lines; among florists, laundries, jobbers, farm-
ers and manufacturers of small products; and for the
handling of trailers.

. It combines speed, economy and low opearting cost.
It has unusually large load space for a truck of this
capacity yet has the ease in handling necessary for the
economical handling of city delivery.

Model 153 .Tons Capacity
' The Denby 3-t- on truck meets the needs of that large

class of business whose requirements are between the
extremes of very heavy haulage and the light speed
wagons. It has the sturdy construction the stamina
essential to reliability and low upkeep under constant
heavy load and the erasonable weight that allows a fair-
ly high speed and assures low fuel expenes.
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The first consideration in the purcl
service the buyer will get from the
buying is not a machine but a certain amount of d
to do everything it may be called upon to do, and do
the business, but a liability. ,
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A thoroucrh annreciation of these facts is resn
tained by thousands of Denby owners throughout t3
material is determined by the same standard wit
conditions of actual work?
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SCHWABE BROS., Proprietors
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Take An "Aut!
T TERE'S a real vacation out in the
1 I l. u:a i i 1, t jius &iuu ilia i. ui lugs uat& uw gw,
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will like as well as you. - Gives them pt
from the inconveniences of uncertain b i

more than if they stayed at home. i
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Makes Life Worth

It' always ready to go any time or place
to your car and pulls at any speed without tb
alluring spot. Provides fully equipped tent
for four complete kitchen, ice box and food c
and royal good time.

Let us show you the "Auto-Kamp- " comp
this better way.
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